
30. REFLECTED HALLWAY

This diagonal wall is  a magical,  quasi-reflective surface allowing 
creatures  to see around the bend, but does  so in a way that makes the 
hallway appear to travel only straight ahead instead of bending. Only 
within 10’  of the diagonal wall is  a viewer able to perceive the actual 
layout,  including the diagonal wall and its  mirror-like sheen. The entire 
diagonal wall radiates strong illusion magic.

Gnoll gatekeepers stand watch near the double doors,  observing the 
western hallway while remaining  safe from direct targeting  by attacks 
and spells.

Gnolls (2): See sidebar. They always wear serpent collars.

31. PORTCULLIS WINCH #3

The cross-shaped steel winch handle on the west wall raises  and lowers 
the nearby portcullis,  requiring one minute to raise or lower 
completely. The winch has  no built-in means  of locking in a particular 
position,  so the portcullis  lowers  automatically if the winch handle is 
left unattended.

A large sack in the center of the room contains  a wheel of piquant 
cheese, half a loaf of bread, a worn human doll dressed like a princess, 
and 15 cp.

32. NAVE AND CHANCEL

Columns  help support the 30’  vaulted ceiling  here,  with an apex that 
runs  along the north-south axis. Nooks  in the wall,  roughly every 10’, 
contain grimy, ages-old remnants of candle wax. These are surrounded 
by inscribed archaic runes  of various  phonetic grunts, or by primate-
themed reliefs, though many are the former are vandalized with 
painted gnoll curses,  and the latter with plaster additions to make the 
reliefs appear somewhat canine.

Several sub-areas require additional description:

a. BARRICADE: Crates filled with heavy rocks  and dirt are stacked 
against the door here,  preventing  it from swinging  outward. Any 
loud noise provokes the wights  in area  33,  who snarl and try to 
escape by scratching at and thumping against the door.

b.	 ARCHERY RANGE: Four makeshift humanoid-shaped archery 
targets  fashioned of wood,  leather, and hide stand against the wall, 
with dozens of arrows lodged in each. Countless  broken arrows 
litter the floor at the base of the wall,  but there is  nary a scratch or 
nick in the wall itself.

c.	 ENCAMPMENT: A small contingent of  gnolls makes its lair here.

	 Gnolls (6): See sidebar.

d. PLATFORM: A series of 2’ tall steps  lead up to  a semi-circular 
chancel whose surface is  10’  higher than the rest of the floor in 
area 32. Ancient rusty stains sully the floor near the southern exit.

33. BLIGHTED TOMB

The two ape carcasses  that once lay on burial shelves  here have 
become ape-wights, and are able to  create half-strength wights  by 
draining other apes  (but not humans). They were not stuffed and 
preserved prior to their interment,  but nevertheless  each wight’s  head 
contains a marble-sized jasper stone worth 50 gp.

Also here, shoved to the sides  of the room, are three moldering gnoll 
corpses, a large wooden shield, two ranseurs, and a broken battle axe. 
One gnoll corpse’s  purse contains  5 sp and a fish-shaped gold key 
worth 55 gp.

Wights (2): SZ M; AC 5; MV 12”; HD 4+3; hp 19, 17; #AT 1; 
THAC0 15; Dmg 1-4; SA energy drain; SD hit only by silver and 
magic weapons, undead immunities, immune to cold; AL LE; XP 645; 
MM p. 100.

34. GANG’S QUARTERS

A large group of gnolls  lives here,  along with a goblin slave whom the 
gnolls  sometimes  relegate to the adjoining 10’  x 10’ room. They use 
stolen crates as  stools and tables, and keep six hens in a particularly 
large crate in the northwest corner.

Gnolls (11): See sidebar.

Goblin: SZ S; AC 6; MV 6”; HD 1-1; hp 2; #AT 1; THAC0 20; 
Dmg 1-6 or by weapon; AL LE; XP 14; MM p. 47. Unarmed.
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REFLECTED HALLWAY (AREA 30)
VISUAL EXAMPLES

VIEW FROM THE WEST
VIEW FROM THE SOUTHWhen looking eastward, the character (the ‘c’ arrow)  would think 

he’s  seeing two gnolls (at the ‘x’  marks) directly to the east. But 
those gnolls  are actually to the south, around the corner. The gray 
area represents the image seen via the magical reflection.

When looking  northward, the gnolls  (the two ‘x’  arrows)  can see 
the character at the spot marked with the ‘c’. The gray area 
represents the image seen via the magical reflection.
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35. GNOLL DEN

The center of the west wall features a cross-shaped steel winch handle 
that  raises  and lowers the portcullis  in the western hallway, requiring 
one minute to raise or lower it completely. The winch has  no built-in 
means of locking in a particular position, so the portcullis  lowers 
automatically if  the winch handle is left unattended.

Because this  room was originally intended as  a living  area for servitor 
apes,  the floor near the curved wall has a small square aperture (1’ 
square) that leads to a deep, narrow sinkhole.

A group of gnolls  and their flind sergeants monitor the western 
hallway.

Flinds (2): See sidebar. They always wear serpent collars.

Gnolls (4): See sidebar. They always wear serpent collars.

36. STOCKADE

Four flinds  occupy this  room, typically playing dice games  or torturing 
rats  with a cleaver while sitting  at a repaired oak table. Three extra 
flind bars, two tethered clubs,  and a traveler’s  cloak hang from wall 
pegs that seamlessly protrude from the north wall.

At least one flind keeps  a watchful eye on the doors  to the two smaller 
adjacent rooms, each of which contains  a pair of recent captives 
manacled together. In the north cell are Sniftermaker, a male halfling 
(2 hp,  AL LG),  and Kowlee,  a female half-orc (Thf 3rd,  12 hp, D 15, 
AL N) who the flinds assumed was  male. The south cell holds Selano-
Selano, a eunuch (4  hp,  AL  LN), along with Mort,  a man-at-arms 
(6 hp, AL LG).

Flinds (4): See sidebar. One carries the iron key for the captives’ 
manacles.

37. FLIND LEADER

Hoogurill,  the leader of the hyena-men, lives here along with trusted 
members of his company. Their furniture consists  of stacks of petrified 
wood beams, padded by and covered with tarps, blankets, and bedrolls.

The company’s  treasure in gathered within five durable backpacks 
positioned on a shelf inset into the north wall so as  to be quickly 
donned if the company needs  to leave in haste. The contents  of the 
packs are as follows, in order from left-to-right:

•Velvet-lined ebony box with gold filigree (worth 650  gp)  
containing six eye agate stones (worth 10  gp each)  and palm-
sized silver pentagram charm set with a peridot (worth 1000 gp), 
plus mundane clothing as padding for the box.

•Giant otter pelt (worth 2400 gp), carefully folded and wrapped in 
a section of  tarp.

• Assortment of electrum implements with platinum grips, 
wrapped in pillow cases: Two scalpels,  a small saw,  two pairs  of 
forceps, a mallet, wide calipers,  and two narrow chisels. Each 
implement is worth 900 gp.

• Ten fox pelts (worth 25 gp each).
• 30  lbs. of roughly cut electrum rods (worth 150  gp), a small 

pouch containing eight citrine stones  (worth 50  gp each),  and 
another small pouch containing 58 cp.

Another similar,  though shorter, shelf inset into the west part of the 
south wall holds  a variety of items that the company found here but 
does not presently consider valuable:

• Broad, glass-stoppered jar containing  a human-size brain 
suspended in pungent preserving fluid.

• Three similar fluid-filled jars  containing smaller brains  with 
evidence of incisions and suturing. The fluid within one of these 
jars  has  become the equivalent of five full potions of esp, 
though drinking it requires a save vs. poison or the imbiber 
retches for one round before the magic takes effect.

• Abacus made of  steel and petrified wood beads.
• Set of steel manipulative puzzles  that require both manual 

dexterity and intelligent strategy in order to remove bars  and 
rings from their companion pieces.

• Stack of  four ape skull upper hemispheres.

Flinds (6): See sidebar.

Flind Leader – Hoogurill the Wretch: SZ M; AC 4; MV 12”; 
HD 3+3; hp 21; #AT 2; THAC0 14; Dmg 2-5(x2); SA disarming; 
AL LE; XP 126; FF p. 39. Wields a flindbar and carries a large shield 
with a custom handle allowing it to be used by someone who lost their 
hand. (Though this flind still has both his hands.)

38. APE FLAUTIST

This life-size ape statue seamlessly protrudes  from the floor. It wears a 
peculiar doublet and holds a long  flute flat against its  chest. If touched, 
it seems to speak with sudden distress  via a permanent magic mouth: 
“Egad! A dead face!”  This is  a clue for the operation of the statue at 
area 11.
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FLINDS & GNOLLS
BACKSTORY: Several months  ago,  a company of flinds  discovered 
the open complex doors and moved in, using  part of the upper 
level as a base from which to stage their raids.

Soon afterward,  they were faced with demands  for tribute from 
both Ashkasar (posing  as a mummified dog-man)  and the 
zerpanaktes. To Ashkasar, they must supply human meat and 
treasure. To satisfy the zerpanaktes, they are currently tasked 
with capturing live human females. In addition, the flinds  and 
their newly-recruited gnoll mercenaries  must show allegiance by 
wearing collars provided by the zerpanaktes;  these are forged 
from iron into the shape of undulating  serpents. None of the 
hyena-men like the collars, so they wear them only when at risk 
of  encountering their zerpanax lords.

TACTIC NOTES: The flinds  attempt to organize assaults from 
multiple directions at once, which is  challenging given that the 
gnolls  tend to join combat impulsively. Gnoll archers  greatly 
enjoy sniping at fools who carry light sources into their territory.

TYPICAL STATISTICS:

Flinds: SZ M; AC 5; MV 12”; HD 2+3; hp 12 each; #AT 1 or 
2; THAC0 15; Dmg 1-6 or 1-4(x2); SA disarming; AL LE; 
XP 71; FF p. 39. They wield clubs or flindbars, and carry a 
serpent collar, plus either 8 gp, 120 sp, or a silver dagger.

Gnolls: SZ L; AC 5; MV 9”; HD 2; hp 9 each; #AT 1; 
THAC0 16; Dmg 2-8 or by weapon; AL CE; XP 46; MM p. 46. 
They wield long swords plus either a halberd or a long bow and 
12 arrows. They carry 5 sp and 5 gp, and 50% also own a 
serpent collar.
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39. SLAVES

A pair of lizard men live here and work at the poorly-constructed 
petrified wood table or next to an iron stew pot on a makeshift rock 
stove. Because of the lack of a chimney,  the ceiling is  black with ash 
and the room smells strongly of  burnt wood.

Though they are slaves  of the flinds, these lizard men have proven 
their obedience,  and are free of bonds  so that they may better perform 
their duties  –  cleaning, cooking, repairing, and so on. They do not 
actively seek to escape,  but could be convinced to work toward it if 
presented with a simple, understandable plan.

Lizard Men (2): SZ M; AC 5; MV 6//12”; HD 2+1; hp 6 each; 
#AT 3; THAC0 16; Dmg 1-2/1-2/1-8; AL N; XP 46; MM p. 62. 

40. CASTOFF HOARD

Lewd and suggestive carvings of female apes adorn the walls. A 
granite slab (7’ square, 3’ high)  with a slightly concave top seamlessly 
projects  from the center of the floor. Stacked on and around it are piles 
of junk collected here by the flinds and gnolls  as they cleared the area 
they now control.

Most of the objects  are worthless – tin plates,  half-rusted lantern 
stands, petrified beams, empty bottles  and jars, and similar. But a few 
items  are potentially interesting: A 15’ long  molted snake skin,  steel 
bone saws  suitable for butchering,  and a 4’  long T-shaped steel 
implement made from a pair of  steel cylinders fused together.

This implement is  a key for activating/deactivating  the vaporizing  eye 
beams of the enormous  ape head statues  that guard the outside of the 
complex;  see areas 1 and 2 for specifics. The main cylinder is  4’  long, 
4”  in diameter and hollow,  and the leading 2” of the unadorned end 
show considerable abrasions,  as  though heavily used. The fused 
orthogonal cylinder at the opposite end is only 1’ long and 1”  in 
diameter. 

41. CONDITIONING ROOM

The flinds  and gnolls  rejected using  this  room due to  the two noisy 
devices  it contains. Make a wandering monster check every time one of 
the devices is activated.

The first device is  a cross-shaped steel winch handle, identical in design 
to those that lift the portcullises, situated on the north wall below a set 
of three small slits  (4”  wide,  ¼” tall)  that radiate faint alteration magic. 
1-3 minutes  after a visible creature approaches within 3’  of the handle, 
the slits  emit a middle C pitch repeatedly until the handle is rotated 
clockwise ten full revolutions;  if the handle is  not fully rotated,  the 
pitch stops sounding after 10 minutes. If someone rotates  the handle at 
any other time,  it delivers  an electrical shock (1  damage) to anyone 
touching it.

The second device, at the center of the south wall, is  three small slits 
above a row of three colored glass  stones  (purple, orange,  green) 
embedded in the wall alongside a fourth indentation where a similar 

stone obviously used to be. The area radiates  faint alteration magic. 
Shortly after a visible creature approaches within 1’  of the stones,  the 
slits emit one of  four random sounds; roll 1d4:

1 – low buzzing (green)
2 – modulated grunting
3 – clapping (purple)
4 – white noise (orange)

The rolled sound continues  for 10 minutes or until someone touches 
the corresponding parenthesized colored stone. If the correct stone is 
touched or if 10 minutes  passes,  the sound pauses  and another 
randomly rolled sound starts. If an incorrect stone is touched, it 
delivers an electrical shock (1 damage)  to whomever touched it. After 
producing  ten sounds in a row, the device becomes inoperable for one 
hour. Because of the missing stone, it’s  likely that each operation of the 
device will last a significant amount of  time.

42. FLIND BARRACKS

Four bed-sized slabs,  seamlessly adjacent to the west and south walls, 
have dark bloodstains  within their ape-shaped impressions, as  well as 
short inset handles  positioned to  enable ropes  or straps  to secure 
whatever might have once lain on them. On the ceiling  directly above 
each slab is  a 1’ diameter, slightly concave impression;  one of these has 
tiny cracked fragments of  white crystal embedded within it.

Several flind warriors  guard a portion of the company’s stolen goods, 
which are stacked on the slabs next to various other scavenged items:

• Tied-closed blanket containing a side of  smoked pig.
• Lidless barrel with four long swords  and two footman’s  maces  

standing inside.
• Crate of  yams (40 lbs.) and onions (10 lbs.).
• Small coffer with a broken lock, containing 18 sp and 161 pp.
• Six haphazardly bundled tarps, lashed with 80’ of  rope.
•Half-empty barrel of  mead worth 30 gp.
•Keg of  fine fermented cider worth 50 gp.
• 13 carved wooden bowls with curved lips for drinking.
• Five crudely-straightened electrum rods with sheared ends;  

10 lbs. total, and worth 50 gp.
• Ivory-handled bathing brush with no bristles, worth 205 gp.
• Parchment-sized glass  panel etched with archaic runes: “Beyond-

visible oscillation is successful! Beams  are focusable so as  to 
transform and rearrange without piercing  or breaking  cranial 
matter. Further experimentation shall reveal whether stone 
implantation remains crucial.”

Flinds (5): See sidebar.

43. GNOLL ARCHERS

Stained bedrolls  and old satchels  containing  gnoll personal effects 
cover most of the floor here. Seven crates  are stacked against the north 
wall;  five of these contain 108 arrows  each, tied in bundles of 12. Pegs 
protrude seamlessly from the wall at shoulder height every 3’  along the 
east and west walls;  three ranseurs lean against these. Four barrel-sized, 
circular mildew stains  mar the floor near a particularly pitted area in 
the southwest corner.

A gnoll mercenary cohort lives  here. They specialize in archery and 
are led by a slightly taller, gray-muzzled gnoll.

Gnolls (9): See sidebar. All have long bows and arrows.

Gnoll Leader – Gragritt: SZ L; AC 5; MV 9”; HD 2; hp 16; 
#AT 1; THAC0 16; Dmg 2-8 or by weapon; SA attacks as 3 HD; 
AL CE; XP 46; MM p. 46. Carries long sword, long bow with 12 
arrows, 35 gp, and a calfskin and teak tambourine ornamented with 
gold jingles (worth 40 gp).
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44. CREMATORIUM

Two large, rectangular stone troughs (20’ long, 4’ wide,  4’  deep)  rest 
here,  one each against  the north and south walls. They each contain a 
2”  depth of charcoal and ash. Greasy soot covers the insides  of the 
troughs,  the adjoining  walls  and ceiling, and a considerable portion of 
the floor. Three petrified wood handles  for some kind of long tool – 
about the size of a shovel – lie near the west wall,  with splintered ends 
that suggest the functional part of  each tool has broken off.

45. TWOFOLD-TOMB AND HATCHERY

A female grimlock corpse slumps against the west wall, apparently 
having died while pregnant;  her womb and abdomen appear to have 
burst  open violently, staining the surrounding floor with ichor. Her 
back has  a pair of large, partially-healed puncture wounds,  one each 
on either side of  her spine, just above her hips.

Many small,  white-capped,  liquid-like droppings  soil the floor,  and 
there are a dozen molted snake skins  here ranging from 4’ to  10’  in 
length.

A stuffed, preserved, and stitched ape lies  on the floor near the 
southwest  wall,  likely having  been pulled from the burial shelf in that 
wall. Its  body has  many paired puncture holes  of varying sizes. Its 
chest stuffing  conceals  a hand-sized, crescent-shaped chunk of 
moonstone worth 300 gp.

46. IMPROVISED SANITARIUM

The walls are covered with crude charcoal drawings, most of which 
depict something akin to a centaur without legs. The rest  of the 
drawings resemble a slightly smaller humanoid creature in a supine 
position.

A servitor ape cowers in fetal position against the wall. It has  fallen into 
madness  after witnessing a zerpanax slaughter another servitor ape on 
the middle level. It violently attacks anyone entering the room.

Servitor Ape: SZ M; AC 6; MV 12”; HD 4+1; hp 25; #AT 3; 
THAC0 15; Dmg 1-3/1-3/1-6; SA rending; AL N; XP 225; MM p. 7.

47. FUNERARY URN

Each of these four identical chambers  holds  a lidless stone urn (4’ tall, 
3’  diameter)  filled with the ashes  of cremated apes. Within the urn in 
the northernmost (only) of these four chambers  is  a cylindrical 
electrum whistle worth 130 gp. When blown, it produces  a middle C 
pitch. (See Servitor Apes sidebar on page 3)

A smoke para-elemental considers  all four of these identical chambers 
to be its  home. There is  a 25%  chance of it resting within the urn in 
any given chamber,  and it tries to drive off or destroy anyone who 
disturbs it.

Smoke Para-elemental: SZ L; AC 3; MV 6/18”; HD 12; hp 56; 
#AT special; THAC0 9; Dmg 2-16; SA double damage in fog form, 
blinding smoke; SD hit only by magic weapons; AL N; XP 3660; 
MM2 p. 98.

48. ANOTHER APE FLAUTIST

This life-size ape statue seamlessly protrudes  from the floor. It wears a 
peculiar doublet and holds a long  flute flat against its  chest. If touched, 
it seems to gruffly deliver an order via a permanent magic mouth: 
“Feed a bad egg!” This  is  a clue for the operation of the statue at 
area 11.

49. STONE PORTALS

Both sides  of these oversize stone doors are inscribed from top to 
bottom to depict a stern primate face,  not unlike the enormous  ape 
head sculptures that guard the exterior entrance to this  complex. 
Despite their weight, the doors  pull open easily to reveal the stairs 
beyond, which descend 60’ before reaching area 50.

KEY TO THE MIDDLE LEVEL

WANDERING MONSTERS

Check every three turns, with a 1-in-10 chance of an encounter (there 
is less activity here). If  an encounter is indicated, roll d12:

 1: 1-3 servitor apes (MM p. 7, and see earlier sidebar), possibly 
brining a normal ape to the surgery rooms (area 54).

 2-4: 2-8 grimlocks (FF p. 48).
 5: 1-2 ghouls (MM p. 43).
 6: 1-3 zerpanaktes (see new monster section), possibly one or 

more of  the individuals described in areas 10, 76, or 109.
 7: Ashkasar (see area 61).
 8: 2-7 shadows (MM p. 86).
 9: 2-5 shadow mastiffs (MM2 p. 82).
 10: 1-2 cifals (FF p. 19).
 11+: 1-6 giant fire beetles (MM p. 9).

50. LOWER WHISTLE PEDESTAL

A pedestal (4’ high, 1’  diameter) seamlessly projects from the center of 
the hallway floor. Short,  flattened, tube-like projections  ring the 
circumference near the top. When sounding its  flat, low-pitched 
warbling, this  whistle pedestal can be heard as  far as  the surgery rooms 
(area 54) even with the intervening doors  closed. See the upper whistle 
pedestal description (area 23) for further info.

The staircase to the south leads up 60’ to area 49.

Successful tracking attempts  reveal no traffic to or from the east, but to 
the west there is  evidence of ape footprints  and various humanoid boot 
or shoe prints.
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51. MURAL

An intricate painting  on the west wall depicts  five life-size humans 
stalking on all fours, like tigers, through fruit-bearing  mangroves 
toward a gluttonous lord and lady relaxing in a clearing,  picnicking on 
a golden and cobalt  blue quilt. Every so often one of the depicted 
figures’  eyes  appears to glance at someone in the area and then quickly 
look away. All the eyes radiate faint illusion magic.

The tiny holes  on the southern wall that allow observers  to spy from 
area 60 into this  chamber and beyond are especially difficult to detect 
due to the mural.

52. WATERY PIT

This bottom of this  30’  deep pit contains 2”  of standing  water. 
Completely submerged at the west end are four fake, worthless 
diamonds. Toward the east end are three giant  fire beetle carcasses and 
an 80’ length of  rope made of  wiry hair. 

53. GRIMLOCK HEARKENERS

The normal door on the north wall features  a steel deadbolt-style knob 
just below the handle, though the door does  not actually have a 
deadbolt. Turning  the knob in either direction temporarily unlatches 
the secret door here,  such that it may be pushed open from either side; 
the secret door re-latches after one turn. While latched, the secret door 
cannot be opened from either side.

Grimlocks and their trained subterranean lizard lurk here,  listening for 
creatures  approaching from the west or north. They try to stay out of 
sight,  tucked into the triangular alcoves,  with the lizard in the 
northwestern corner of the chamber. As  necessary, one of the 
grimlocks  heads  to area 81 to alert the rest of their clan. They and 
their clan know how to unlatch and operate the secret door, and will 
use it to outflank enemies.

Grimlocks (4): SZ M; AC 5; MV 12”; HD 2; hp 11 each; #AT 1; 
THAC0 16; Dmg 1-6 or by weapon; SD immune to visual effects, 
saves as 6th level fighter; AL NE; XP 46; FF p. 48. They wield broad 
swords and carry 6 gp each. See the Grimlocks sidebar on page 18.

Subterranean Lizard: SZ L; AC 5; MV 12”; HD 6; hp 26; #AT 1; 
THAC0 13; Dmg 2-12; SA double damage on natural 20; AL N; 
XP 512; MM p. 61.

54. SIMIAN SURGEONS

Each of these two rooms  operates identically. A 10’ square section of 
stone separates  these two rooms from one another;  the east and west 
faces thereof (marked with ‘a’  on the map)  both feature a standing ape-
shaped impression around which is  an inscribed depiction of a taller 
ape with arms  extended as  if ready to hug a creature standing within 
the impression. Fused into the “head”  part of each impression is  a 

coin-sized,  faceted crystal that shimmers  with every imaginable color. 
The entire 10’ square section of stone radiates very strong alteration 
and enchantment/charm magic, as well as moderate evocation magic.

When a sentient creature stands – or is  forced to stand –  against the 
impression,  the “surgeon” springs  into action. The arms of the large 
inscribed ape become stony appendages that restrain the creature, 
while the faceted crystal emits  precisely tuned invisible rays  into 
various  parts of the subject’s  brain. Over the course of a full turn,  this 
turns  a normal ape into a servitor ape,  with no save allowed. Other 
sorts of creatures  are affected as per feeblemind unless they save vs. 
spells.

Upon completion of the process, the stony appendages  retract,  the 
subject is  released, and the faceted crystal pulses  with green light for 
one minute. This  last  effect is a signal for any attending servitor apes  to 
assist their newest member to  the dens  on the upper level in order to 
recuperate for a few days (see Servitor Apes sidebar on page 3).

The faceted crystal is  as  impervious to damage and other effects  as the 
rest of the stone in the complex. In addition, any attempt to damage 
the crystal is  met with a retributive blast equal to a lightning bolt 
cast by a 12th level caster.

55. SCRUB VATS

Four stone vats (2’  tall,  4’ diameter)  seamlessly protrude from the floor. 
Each is filled nearly to the brim with sharp-smelling,  slightly 
effervescent antiseptic fluid. At the bottom of each tub rests  a loose 
chunk of porous  chalk that radiates faint conjuration magic;  these 
magically produce the antiseptic fluid at the rate of  one drop per day.

Hanging from a wall projection near each tub is  a set  of long, bone-
handled brushes  and combs. There are nine of these in total,  and each 
is worth 5 gp.

When servitor apes bring a subdued normal ape here prior to  surgery, 
they use the implements  and antiseptic to  clean the head and shoulders 
of  their captive.

56. EMPTY VAT

An empty stone vat (2’ tall,  4’ diameter) seamlessly protrudes from the 
floor near the north wall. The floor of the vat is  a pressure plate; 
placing at least 80 lbs. of weight onto it causes  the entire western wall 
to slide upwards,  revealing  the small secret chamber beyond. 
Removing  the weight, or reducing it  below 80  lbs.,  causes  the wall to 
forcefully slide back down.
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